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1 The nanobird Relevancy Engine
The nanobird Relevancy Engine (nRE) is a system that analyzes an inputted natural language data
(text) and extracts a set of phrases that describes and/or summarizes the text. The nRE generates a graph
showing the relations between phrases and deduces the context in text. The nanobird Relevancy Engine
(nRE) is composed of three parts: a set of phrase dictionaries, a phrase tokenizer, and a phrase
relevancy/context analyzer (Figure 1).

1.1 Definitions
Word. A single distinct meaningful element of speech or writing, used with others (or sometimes alone)
to form a sentence and typically shown with a space on either side when written or printed.
Phrase. A single word or a group of words.
Alias phrases. Phrases that take many different forms and still refer to the same thing/concept.
Ambiguous phrase. A phrase that could refer to many different thing/concept.

1.2 nanobird Phrase Dictionaries
To create a context-aware natural language analyzer, different sets of phrase dictionaries are built,
each acting as a cornerstone to the nanobird Relevancy Engine. We define/build five different
dictionaries: a dictionary of unambiguous phrases (
dictionary of phrase aliases (
fingerprints (

), a dictionary of ambiguous phrases (

), a dictionary of stop phrases (

), a

) and a dictionary of phrase

).

Each dictionary is an abstract data type composed of a collection of (key,value) pairs such that each
possible key appears at most once in the collection. Two different lookups can be performed:
●

a lookup to check if a given key exists in the dictionary

●

a lookup to find the value (if any) that is bound to a given key

It is important to note that the sets of keys
respectively are unique across these dictionaries, that is:

of the dictionaries

1.2.1 Dictionary of unambiguous phrases (

)

,

, and

Generally, a relevancy system requires a dictionary of predefined phrases obtained from different
sources such as encyclopedias and glossaries. The unambiguous phrases dictionary (
) consists of
predefined phrases extracted from Wikipedia, a free, web-based, collaborative, multilingual encyclopedia.
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Each phrase refers to a thing/person/concept that is not open to more than one interpretation. An example
of such phrases is “Billy Apple”, “Global warming”, and “Apple Inc.” which refer to
something/someone specific. Figure 2 shows a subset of phrases found in the unambiguous phrases
dictionary.
Each key (
) in the dictionary
consists of a phrase such as “Global warming” and “Apple Inc.”.
The value associated with each key is not essential to the current implementation.

1.2.2 Dictionary of ambiguous phrases (

)

In natural languages, some phrases are open to more than one interpretation and thus may refer to
different things/concepts. Learning the different meanings of a phrase is essential to the understanding of
a natural language. For instance, the word “Apple” can mean any of these following concepts:
●

Apple Inc.

●

Apple (fruit)

●

Fiona Apple

●

Apple Store

The dictionary of ambiguous phrases provides a list of ambiguous phrases along with the different
possible interpretations. Each key

in the dictionary

consists of a phrase such as “Apple”. The

value associated with each key is a list of unambiguous phrases in

1.2.3 Dictionary of phrase aliases (

(Figure 3).

)

Some phrases may be presented in different forms and still refer to the same thing/concept. These
forms range from a simple few character change to a whole phrase change. A dictionary of phrase aliases
(
) is a mapping of each phrase (
) to an unambiguous phrase in
. For instance, “Global
wobble” is an alias to the phrase “Global warming”. Figure 4 gives different examples of phrase aliases
and their mapping to their equivalent unambiguous phrases.
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1.2.4 Dictionary of stop phrases (

)

The dictionary of stop phrases (
) consists of phrases that are filtered out prior to or during the
processing of natural language data (text). It is controlled by human input and not automated. Any group
of words can be selected as the stop phraes to avoid incorrect context analysis. Examples of stop phrases
are “the”, “is”, “Wednesday”, “which”, and “lots of”.
Each key (
) in the dictionary
consists of phrases such as “the”, “is”, “Wednesday”, “which”,
and “lots of”. The value associated with each key is not essential to the current implementation.

1.2.5 Dictionary of phrase fingerprints (

)

A phrase fingerprint is a map representing a phrase and its distance to other relevant phrases.
Figure 5 is an example showing the fingerprint of the phrase “Apple Inc.”.
Each key

in the dictionary of phrase fingerprints (

unambiguous phrase dictionary (
between the pair of phrases.

) consists of a pair of phrases found in

). The value associated with each key represents the distance

To build a dictionary of phrase fingerprints (
), encyclopedia articles, namely Wikipedia articles, are
processed using a proprietary algorithm that correlates phrases within an article and across articles.

1.2.5.1 Phrase Correlation Algorithm
The nanobird Phrase Correlation Algorithm is based on building relations between phrases in Wikipedia
articles.
A Wikipedia article can be split into five sections (Figure 6):
●

a definition (first paragraph),

●

an information box,

●

a description (remaining paragraphs up to the first outline),
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●

a summary of information (the remaining paragraphs of the article), and

●

categories section.

Each section contains a set of phrases some of which are relevant to the phrase the article is about. The
sets of phrases are built by collecting the phrases in the hyperlink from each section. Once the phrases are
collected, they are passed to the nanobird Phrase Correlation algorithm. The algorithm is based on a set of
definitions described in the remaining of this section.

1.2.5.1.1

Notations

The following notations are used in describing the Phrase Correlation algorithm
●
●

: the phrase (thing/person/concept) the article is about.
: the article that defines/describes a thing, person or concept.

●

: the set of phrases and their aliases in the five sections of
(Figure 6).

●

: the complete set of phrases for all sections of

●

: the ith hyperlinked phrase in the “definition”

●

such that

: the dictionary of predefined phrases which consists of the combination of the three
dictionaries

●

,
,
,
respectively such that:

: the set of hyperlink phrases in

,

, and
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It is important to note that all hyperlinked phrases are part of the dictionary of predefined phrases.

●

: a signed distance between two phrases

and

; thus

.

We define 15 different distances between two phrases.

The closer the absolute distance between two phrases, the more related those two phrases are.
1.2.5.1.2

Definitions

Definition 1: The distance between two phrases
following conditions are met:

and

is defined to be zero (

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “definition” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”

Definition 2: The distance from phrase
conditions are met:

to

) of the article

appears in the set of phrases of the “information box” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”

of the article

) if the following

) of the article

, and

of the article

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “information box” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “information box”

Definition 4:

, and

is defined to be one (

●

Definition 3:

) if the

) of the article

, and

of the article

if the following conditions are met:
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●

appears in the set of phrases of the “description” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”

Definition 5:

) of the article

of the article

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “description” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “information box”

Definition 6:

) of the article

appears in the set of phrases of the “description” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “description”

of the article

) of the article

, and

of the article

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “summary of information” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”

Definition 8:

, and

if the following conditions are met:

●

Definition 7:

, and

) of the article

of the article

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “summary of information” (

) of the article

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “information box”

of the article

Definition 9:

, and

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “summary of information” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “description”

Definition 10:

, and

) of article

, and

of article

if the following conditions are met:

●

does not exist in any of the sets

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases

●

is in the set of phrases of “categories” (

,

, or
,

of the article
, or

of the article

,
, and

) of the article
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Definition 11:

if the following conditions are met:

●

appears in the set of phrases of the “summary of information” (

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “summary of information”

Definition 12:

does not exist in any of the sets

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases

does not exist in any of the sets

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases

does not exist in any of the sets

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases

,

of the article

, and

of the article

,

of the article

, and

of the article

,

of the article

, and

if the following conditions are met:

●

does not exist in any of the sets

●

is in the set of hyperlinked phrases

We define areas 0 to 14 (
at distances 0 to 14.

of the article

if the following conditions are met:

●

Definition 15:

of article

if the following conditions are met:

●

Definition 14:

, and

if the following conditions are met:

●

Definition 13:

) of article

of the article
of the article

,
, and

) to be the sets of phrases relevant to the phrase
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While phrases at distances 0 to 6 are assumed to be relevant to , there exist some phrases at distances 7
to 14 that are not. Thus, phrases in areas 7 to 14 shall go through a phase of further relevancy testing that
can be summarized as follows.
For each phrase

in the areas (i.e. at distance) 7 to 14, if the number of phrases (in areas 0 to 13)

matching in articles

is above a certain threshold

, then,

is considered relevant to

.

Once all the definitions are applied to a Wikipedia article, a phrase fingerprint is generated (Figure 5).
1.2.5.1.3

Examples

Example 1: The word “iPhone” is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition” section
for the article

describing “Apple Inc.” (Figure 7). Also, the phrase “Apple Inc.”

appears in the set of phrases of the “definition” section (
) for the article
describing
“iPhone” (Figure 8). We can conclude that the distance between the two phrases “Apple Inc.” and
“iPhone” is zero as per definition 1.

Example 2: The phrase “Personal computer” is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”
section

for the article

describing “Apple Inc.” (Figure 7). Also, the alias of the
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phrase “Apple Inc.” appears in the set of phrases of the “description” section (

) for the

article
describing “Personal computer” (Figure 9). We can conclude that the distance from
“Apple Inc.” to “Personal computer” is three as per definition 4.

Example 3: The phrase “Computer software” is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition”
section

for the article

describing “Apple Inc.” (Figure 7). Also, the alias of the

phrase “Apple Inc.” appears in the set of phrases of the “description” section (

) for the

article
describing “Computer software” (Figure 10). We can conclude that the distance
from “Apple Inc.” to “Computer software” is six as per definition 7.

Example 4: The phrase “Apple Inc.” is in the set of hyperlinked phrases of the “definition” section
for the article

describing “Steve Jobs” (Figure 11). Also, the phrase “Steve Jobs”

appears in the set of phrases of the “information box” section (
) for the article
describing “Apple Inc.” (Figure 7). We can conclude that the distance from “Steve Jobs” to “Apple Inc.”
is one as per definition 2.

1.3 nanobird Phrase Tokenizer
1.3.1 Definition
The nanobird Phrase Tokenizer is responsible for splitting an inputted text into sets of phrases.
The tokenizer dissects an inputted text and generates three different sets of phrases
. The
phrases in those sets consist of longest exact matches found in any of the unambiguous phrase, ambiguous
phrase, or phrase aliases dictionaries (
). Those sets are, at a later stage, used by the nanobird
Context Analyzer (as depicted in Figure 13) to analyze the relation among phrases in those sets and study
their contextual correlation.
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1.3.2 Algorithm
An inputted text is first split into an ordered set of words
between different words.

using the space character as a divider

The nanobird Phrase Tokenizer’s algorithm starts by forming a phrase
located at position

The phrase

, in the ordered set of words

:

is found in any of the dictionaries

temporarily saved for future use (

word

,

is tested against the following four conditions and different actions are taken.

Condition 1: if an exact match of

in

from the first word

, i.e.

) and the position of the last word used is temporarily saved

. Moreover, a new phrase (

with the current phrase

Condition 2: if a submatch of

, then the phrase is

) is formed by concatenating the next

. The new phrase is then tested again against the four conditions.
is found in any of the dictionaries

, then a new phrase (

) is formed by concatenating the next word
with the current phrase
. The new
phrase is then tested again against the four conditions. The position of the next word to continue
processing from becomes
Condition 3: if neither an exact match nor a submatch of

is found in any of the dictionaries

and there exists a temporarily saved phrase
, then

(as described in condition 1) such that

is considered to be the longest matching phrase found in any of the dictionaries

and thus, is added to one of sets of phrases
exact match was found in

,

, or

,

, or

depending on whether the

respectively.

At this point, more actions are taken:
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●

is deleted (

)

●

The position of the next word to continue processing from is learned (

●

The new phrase is now

)

and is tested against the four conditions.

Condition 4: if neither an exact match nor a submatch of

is found in any of the dictionaries (

) and there exists no temporarily saved phrase

(as described in condition 1) that is

then:
●

The position of the next word to continue processing from is learned (

●

The new phrase is now

)

and is tested against the four conditions.

Figure 12 is a pseudo-code of the algorithm that extracts the sets of longest matching phrases.

1.3.3 Example
Consider the following given text:
“Steven Jobs requested that the Apple store on Chestnut Street in San
Francisco be closed next Monday.”

Also, assume the following predefined dictionaries:
= {Apple Store, San Francisco, San Francis, Steve Jobs, Apple store }
= {Apple, Chestnut, San, Monday}
= {Steven Jobs, Steven Paul Jobs}

T he nanobird Phrase Tokenizer firsts generates the ordered set of words

from the above given text.
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For instance, an inputted text shown in Figure 14 will generate the following ordered set of words.

The tokenizer looks up the dictionaries
and finds a submatch in
. As per condition 2, a
new phrase is formed by concatenating the next word with the current phrase. Thus,

The tokenizer looks up
in the dictionaries
and finds an exact match in
. As per
condition 1, then the phrase is temporarily saved for future use and the position of the last word used is
temporarily saved in

The tokenizer looks up

. A new phrase is formed by concatenating the next word:

in the dictionaries

submatch. Thus, as per condition 3,
dictionary

and finds neither an exact match nor a

is considered to be the longest matching phrase found in

, and thus, is added to the set of phrases

.

is deleted.

The position of the next word to continue processing from is learned (

)

The new phrase is now:
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A new lookup is done on

in the dictionaries

and neither an exact match nor a submatch

is found and there exists no temporarily saved phrase that is

. As per condition 4, the position

of the next word to continue processing from is learned (

)

The new phrase is now:

The processing of the text continues until the three sets
text, the three generated sets are:

are extracted. For the above given

= {Apple store, San Francisco }
= {Chestnut, Monday}
= {Steven Jobs }

1.4 nanobird Context Analyzer
1.4.1 Definition
The nanobird Context Analyzer is responsible for generating the nanobird Context Graph, a graph
depicting the relations between the different phrases extracted by the nanobird Phrase Tokenizer. The
graph’s vertices consist of phrases, while its edges represent the distances between phrases. By looking at
the graph and the correlation between the different phrases extracted from a given text, it becomes
possible to learn the most important phrases that describe/outline/summarize that given text.

1.4.2 Algorithm
The nanobird Context Analyzer takes, as an input, the sets of phrases
inputted natural language data (text) to the nanobird Phrase Tokenizer.

created by passing an

Each phrase in each set is then filtered out when compared against the sets of keys of the stop phrases
dictionary (

). Any phrase matching any of the keys in

results in new sets of phrases

,

, and

is removed from the three sets. This

.
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The resulting set of ambiguous phrases (
using dictionary

)

.

Similarly, the set of phrase aliases (
dictionary

) is then converted into a set of unambiguous phrases (

) is then converted into a set of unambiguous phrases (

. Then, the three sets of unambiguous phrases are merged into a single set

) using

.

Every pair of phrases from the set
is looked up in the fingerprint dictionary
and the distance
between the pair of phrases is extracted. Once all the distances are extracted between every pair of
phrases, a graph is generated by the nanobird Context Analyzer. The nanobird Context Analyzer internal
flowchart is shown in Figure 13.

1.4.3 Example
The following example goes step by step through this context analysis process.
An example of a natural language data is given in Figure 14. The three sets of phrases generated by
passing the text through the nanobird Phrase Tokenizer (as described in section 1.3) are:

Assume the following to be a predefined stop phrases dictionary:

The three sets are first filtered using the stop phrases dictionary
, yielding the following sets where
the word “Wednesday” is omitted since it is part of stop phrases dictionary.

The new set
is then transformed using dictionaries
(refer to Figure 3) into the set
. For
instance, the word “atmosphere” is replaced with the phrases “Atmosphere of Earth”, “Atmosphere”,
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“Extraterrestrial atmospheres”, “Stellar atmosphere”, “Gas”, “Adobe Atmosphere”, and “Atmosphere
Visual Effects”.
Similarly, the new set
is then transformed using dictionaries
(refer to Figure 4) into the set
.
For instance, the phrase “climate crisis” is replaced with the phrase “Global warming”, while the phrase
“ecosystems” is replaced with the phrase “Ecosystem”.
The new resulting sets are thus:

The three sets of unambiguous phrases are merged into a single set

.

Using the dictionary of phrase fingerprints
, the phrases in the set are correlated. Figure 15 depicts
a fingerprint map of the phrase “Atmosphere of Earth”. As shown in Figure 15, the phrase “Atmosphere
of Earth” is related to the phrase “Climate change” positioned at a distance 10.

In Figure 16, a relation exists between the two words “Climate change” and “Global warming”, such that:

Similarly, the maps of phrase fingerprints depicted in Figure 17, Figure 18, and Figure 19 yield the
following relations:
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On the other hand, no relations were found between the phrase “Adobe Atmosphere” and the other
phrases of the set
. As a result, the phrase “Adobe Atmosphere” is discarded. Finally, a nanobird
Context Graph is generated (Figure 20) showing only the phrases for which correlations with other
phrases are found using the fingerprints. Those phrases describe/outline/summarize the natural language
data of Figure 14.

2 nRE Applications
The application of nRE is very rich, ranging from profiling social media users to delivering tailored
advertisements. The following sections summarize some of the applications where nRE could play a big
part.

2.1 Twitter and Other Social Networking Sites
Pinpointing interests of social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Google+) users has been considered to be a
very challenging problem. Using nRE, profiling users has been proven to be feasible. The solution opens
the door to predicting what a user will want to read within their social media feeds and what news articles
he/she will be interested in reading in the future.
A Twitter application using nRE has been developed where twitter accounts are processed and profiled.
For each account, the last 100 tweets are collected and each tweet is passed to nRE to yield the set of
phrases that best describe the tweets or the links within the tweets. Then, the occurrence of the same
phrases in all the 100 sets (generated by all the tweets) is noted down and the phrases with the highest
number of occurrences are deemed to represent the user’s main interests. If a twitter user does not share
links/tweets, the twitter accounts they are following are profiled and the user is considered to have the
collective interests of the users he/she is following.
The nanobird twitter application is able to directly spot the interests of every single twitter user and
recommend other twitter users sharing common interests (Figure 21). The application is also able to filter
out the non-relevant links that are coming up in a user’s feed. Massive amount of noise in users account
could be turned into a fine tune or pitch of tweets/links that are relevant to the users’ interests.
Similarly, the nanobird social media application profiles users on other social networking sites (e.g.
Facebook, Google+) and determines their interest by processing the links and text they share.

2.2 News
The nanobird news application’s main focus is on providing users with news tailored to their likings. The
news application has three main components: a profiling component, a news context analyzer, a news
delivery component.
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●

Profiling component: Learning a user’s news interests could be achieved in two ways; either by
conducting an initial profiling of the provided user’s social media accounts, or by learning, over
time, from the news the user reads on the nanobird news application. The latter learning technique
is based on monitoring a user’s reading behavior and some aging algorithms to clean out entities
that are no longer relevant to a user and entities that were only part of a sudden world event or
non-timeless event.

●

News context analyzer: As fresh news articles are published, the nRE profiles every new article
and extracts the set of words that best describes the article.

●

News delivery component: By combining the results from the profiling component and the news
context analyzer component, it becomes possible to deliver news closest to the users’ interests.

2.3 Movie Recommendations
The nanobird movie application is an application that provides movie recommendation to users. It
comprises two main components: an movie understanding component and recommendation component.
●

Movie understanding component: Every film’s plot synopsis and summary is passed through the
nRE where the relevant entities of the movie are extracted and classified.

●

Recommendations component: A user is asked to input a movie of their preference and the
recommendation component provides him/her with the closest matching movie in terms of
synopsis and/or genre such as “spy action thriller”. The nanobird movie application will always
recommend more recent films (including the latest films out on DVD, in theaters, or coming
soon) before the outdated ones.

2.4 Book Suggestions
The nanobird book recommendation application is similar to the nanobird movie recommendations one
except that the profiling of a book is achieved by passing the story plot/summary to the nRE.

2.5 Advertisement
The nanobird advertisement application helps content providers increase their revenue from
advertisements by displaying relevant ads on their published sites. Relevant ads are displayed based on
the site-visitor’s interests (extracted from his/her social media accounts as previously described) or based
on the content of the pages itself using nRE.

2.6 Search
By understanding text just as a human does, the nanobird search application is able to organize all the
content of the web just as a human would organize documents in a ling cabinet based on subject. A
nanobird search application would be able to give search results based on relevancy to what a user
searches for. The nanobird search application could be a plug-in to search engines such as Google and
Bing to improve ranking of results and results classification.
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Figure 1. The nanobird Relevancy Engine Components Diagram
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Figure 2. A subset of the unambiguous phrases dictionary

Figure 3. An example of ambiguous phrases (apple, atmosphere, Wednesday) and their mapping to unambiguous phrases
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Figure 4. An example of phrase aliases and their mapping to unambiguous phrases
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Figure 5. A fingerprint of the phrase “Apple Inc.”
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Figure 6. A Wikipedia article split into five defined sections

Figure 7. A Wikipedia article about “Apple Inc.”
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Figure 8. A Wikipedia article about “iPhone”
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Figure 9. A Wikipedia article about “Personal computer”
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Figure 10. A Wikipedia article about “Computer software”
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Figure 11. A Wikipedia article about “Steve Jobs”
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Figure 12. nanobird Phrase Tokenizer Algorithm
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Figure 13. nanobird Relevancy Engine Flowchart
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Figure 14. An example of natural language data
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Figure 15. Partial fingerprint of the phrase “Atmosphere of Earth”
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Figure 16. Partial fingerprint of the phrase “Climate change”
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Figure 17. Partial fingerprint of the phrase “Ecosystem”
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Figure 18. Partial fingerprint of the phrase “Global warming”
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Figure 19. Partial fingerprint of the phrase “Greenhouse gas”
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Figure 20. An example of a nanobird Context Analyzer Graph
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Figure 21. Example showing the interest of some Twitter users after being processed by the twitter application using nRE
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